Power PMAC IDE Release Notes (v4.2.1.19)
1/9/2019
*NOTE: The patch installer can only be run if the following build is installed on the target PC - 4.2.0.13

List of Fixes:
▪
▪

Bug - Position Window scaling wrong
Bug - User unable to close the PMAC IDE if the Advanced Tuning view is open

▪
▪
▪
▪

Bug - User cannot open Advanced Tuning if there is no project selected
Bug - Changing the Position window to Vertical Mode selects everything
Bug - Cannot 'Scan EtherCAT Network' on a CK3E with FW2.3.2.5
Bug - pp_proj.h improperly ordering variables with manually reordered Global
Includes
Bug - Cannot 'Scan EtherCAT Network' on a CK3E with FW2.3.2.5
Crash - Double clicking a watch window item after moving it up with the intellisense
open causes a crash
Crash - PMAC IDE crashes when basic tuning is opened for an existing project
Crash - PMAC IDE crashes when moving to the next commissioning screen when
validations errors are shown
Crash - PMAC IDE crashes when pressing the export motor settings to project button
without a project open
Add a motor in the project occasionally crash
Loaded ESI files are not retained when closing and reopening PMAC
Crash - PMAC IDE crashes when pressing the export motor settings to project button
without a project open
Add ProjgpgBufSize to Commonly used structure elements
Project download fails if a script file name case does not match the version
represented in the project tree.
Position Window scaling Velocity is wrong motor units does not reset back to
default
A filename is forced to lower case on the device if the project is built and
downloaded with the file editor open.
Drag and drop from an editor causes the source text to be removed
Watch window response cannot have number of decimals changed if a range of
variables is used in one cell
Watch window formatted response doesn't correctly handle $
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